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1. Introduction

Autism is a behaviorally defined disorder associated with characteristic impairments in social interactions and communication, as well as restricted and repetitive behaviors and interest. Its prevalence was thought to be 2 in 10,000, but recently, several large reviews on autism prevalence revealed that the rate of occurrence is approximately 30 in 10,000. While autism has been considered a developmental disorder, little is known about its causes.

The genetic component clearly plays an important role in the pathophysiology of this disorder. However, environmental factors can also cause developmental disabilities. Case reports of autism associated with environmental factors, such as rubella virus, valproic acid, and thalidomide exposure during pregnancy, led to the hypothesis that nongenetic mechanisms may also produce an autistic syndrome (Chess 1977).

Thyroid hormone is essential for brain development and maintenance of basal metabolic rates. Manipulation of the thyroid hormone in laboratory animals typically increases activity levels and decreases performance during motivated learning tasks. It is well known that hypothyroidism during the critical period of brain development induces irreversible dysfunction of the central nervous system (CNS). The timing of thyroid hormone manipulation plays a critical role in the degree to which developmental sequelae are expressed. Lactating rats receiving 0.02% propylthiouracil (PTU) in their drinking water transfer the goitrogenic effect to the offspring through their milk. This treatment induces a temporary mild hypothyroid condition in the pups (Van Middlesworth 1980). We conducted experiments to investigate the effects of temporary neonatal PTU-induced hypothyroidism on behavior of rats. Rat pups were treated with 0.02% PTU in drinking water...
water which was given to dams from day 0 through day 19 post partum (Kato 1982). The serum T4 level was depressed below the limit of detection at 2 weeks of age, but recovered to the normal level at 4 weeks of age (Akaike 1991). The open field test was conducted at 3, 6, and 9 weeks of age. At 3 weeks of age, the number of ambulations did not differ between PTU-treated rats and controls. At 6 and 9 weeks of age, the number of ambulations of PTU-treated rats was significantly higher than that of control rats. Kato et al. reported extensive hyperactivity (Akaike 1991; Akaike 1997) and attenuated habituation in the open field test in PTU-treated rats after maturation, as shown in Fig 1 (Kato 1992).

Fig. 1. Comparison of spontaneous movement in a propylthiouracil (PTU)-treated rat (right) and its littermate control (left), as detected by a multidimensional behavioral analyzer (Animex II) at the age of 10 weeks. The device recorded the linear locomotion activity of the animal for 2 consecutive 15-min periods. The rectangle in the centre of each figure indicates the base of the cage and traces outside the rectangle indicate rearing (Kato 1992).

The functions of thyroid hormones in brain are mediated by 2 isoforms of thyroid hormone receptors (TRs), TR-α and TR-β (Leonard JL 1994). TR-α and TR-β are expressed in a cell- and region-specific manner and differentially control a wide array of gene expression throughout the prenatal and postnatal periods (Mellström B 1991; Bradley 1992). While TR-α expression is widely distributed during the prenatal period, the distribution of TR-β expression is more restricted and almost overlaps with that of TR-α before birth; however, TR-β expression is more widely distributed and increases after birth (Mellström B 1991; Bradley 1992).

In the rodent brain, the striatum and hippocampus, 2 important regions in the limbic system, have the highest expression of both TRs throughout the prenatal and neonatal
period, and high TR expression levels are maintained into adulthood (Bradley 1992). Because developmental program and function acquisition are strictly controlled, it has been hypothesized that lack of TR-signaling in the critical period causes permanent functional abnormalities related to TR-expressing regions (Manzano J 2007). Dramatic cytoarchitectural maturation seems to occur 2-3 weeks after birth in the normal caudate. Neonatal hypothyroidism in a PTU model causes a marked maturational delay in caudate neuronal proliferation, elaboration of neuronal networks, and attainment of mature synaptic contacts in rat pups (Lu EJ 1977). However, the internal supply of thyroid hormones after the lactating period results in a rapid “catch-up” phenomenon of caudate synaptogenesis (Lu EJ 1977). Repression of thyroid function does not entirely prevent development of the caudate nucleus, but it allows a fairly extensive, though critically incomplete, degree of maturation. Similarly, neonatal thyroid hormone deficiency has been reported to interfere with the contact between mossy fibers and dendritic excrescences of CA3 pyramidal cells of the rat hippocampus (Madeira MD 1993). Although the change in the total number of synapse enabled a complete “catch-up,” synaptic reorganization was not fully achieved, as revealed by the reduction in the size of the synaptic sites (Madeira MD 1993). However, the critical mechanisms, as well as the role of TR signaling, remain unclear in such permanent behavioral abnormalities.

Fig. 2. The locomotor activity in male and female thyroid hormone receptor (TR)-mutant mice. Whereas the wild-type mice habituated over multiple sessions, TR-β+/− mice and TR-β−/− mice exhibited significant hyperactivity. Gender difference is not statistically significant. (ANOVA, *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001).

TRs bind to thyroid hormone response elements in the promoter region and regulate a wide array of genes (Zhang J 2000; Jeyakumar M 2007). N-CoR (nuclear receptor corepressor), SMRT (silencing mediator of retinoid and thyroid hormone receptors), and histone deacetylase 3 form large complexes with unliganded TRs, and these complexes mediate the basal transcriptional regulation both positively and negatively. In the presence of T3, corepressor complexes are released from liganded TRs that, in turn, associate with...
coactivator complexes containing SRC (steroid receptor coactivators), CBP (cAMP response element-binding protein-binding protein), and P/CAF (Zhang J 2000; Jeyakumar M 2007). Thus, gene regulation mediated by TRs involves histone modification, and therefore, raises the possibility that TR-gene disruption induces chronic epigenetic changes in the TR-related brain regions.

Genetic disruption of TRs causes distinct behavioral impairments in humans and in animal models. TR-β knock-in mice (TR-βPV mice) show hyperactivity with lack of habituation, which is similar to findings observed in a PTU-treated model (Wong R 1997; Siesser WB 2005; Siesser WB 2006). Methylphenidate is a psychostimulant drug approved for treatment of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and is known to paradoxically decrease hyperactivity in ADHD children. This drug is effective in reducing hyperactivity of TR-βPV mice as well (Wong R 1997). In contrast, TR-α mutant mice were reported to show memory impairment and an increased anxiety profile (Wallis K 2008). In humans, an inherited syndrome caused by the mutated TR-β gene, resistance to thyroid hormone (RTH), has been described, whereas lack of TR-α is thought to be lethal. Most patients with RTH are heterozygous, carrying only 1 mutated gene. A generalized form of RTH is characterized by reduced responsiveness of the pituitary and peripheral tissues to thyroid hormones and has a high ratio of comorbid ADHD which reaches up to 40-70% (Siesser WB 2005). Although disruption of TR signaling is transient in a PTU-treated model, disruption of the TR-β gene appears to cause common behavioral abnormalities. In addition to its important roles in behavior, various alterations of the monoaminergic systems have been reported either in TR-gene disrupted animal models or in a PTU-treated model. To investigate the roles of TR-signaling in behavioral changes, we performed behavioral tests in TR-gene disrupted mice. In addition, we determined dopamine and serotonin concentrations in the striatum and hippocampus of male TRs mutant mice by using high performance liquid chromatography. We measured the striatal and hippocampal expressions of proteins, including acetylated histone H3, an epigenetic marker, and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), a marker of proliferation and maturation of astrocytes.

We used the following 5 strains (N = 5 or 6 each): TR-α0/0, TR-α0/-, TR-β+/-, TR-β+/-, and wild-type mice (Forrest D 1996; Gauthier K 2001). In addition to learning impairments, the characteristic behavioral abnormality in a PTU-treated model is hyperactivity. We used an open field test to compare locomotor activities in each mouse strain of both genders (Fig 1). As results of the open field tests, TR-α0/0 mice did not show any apparent difference compared to wild-type mice with regard to total time of ambulation and other indicators, eg, number of rearing. TR-α0/0 mice exhibited a slightly increased tendency of mean latency to enter novel areas compared with that of wild-type mice (data not shown). In contrast, TR-β+/– mice and TR-β−/− mice exhibited significant hyperactivity. Since TR-βPV mice have been reported to exhibit hyperactivity, our results were likely to confirm the relationship between hyperactivity and TR-β gene in another mutant mouse strain. Dopamine concentrations were significantly increased in the striatum and slightly, but not statistically significant, increased in the hippocampus of TR-β+/– mice and TR-β−/− mice (Fig 3). Serotonin concentrations in the striatum and hippocampus did not differ among all strains (data not shown). As results of western blotting analysis, acetylation of histone H3 in the striatum was significantly increased in TR-β+/– mice and slightly increased in TR-β−/− mice, suggesting the possibility of epigenetic changes in gene expression (Fig 4). These findings emphasize the
possibility of a functional alteration of the dopaminergic system in the striatum. In the hippocampus, there was no change in the concentrations of dopamine and serotonin among the strains, but elevated GFAP expression was noted in TR-α0/0 and TR-α0/- mice, indicating the possible involvement of minimal neuronal loss and reactive gliosis there (Fig 4). Both T3 and T4 can be transported into the CNS, and T4 can be converted to bioactive T3 and subsequently metabolized mainly in astrocytes (Leonard JL 1994; Guadano-Ferraz A 1997). In addition specific neuronal loss, the activation and/or proliferation of astrocytes per se might indirectly contribute to changes in hippocampal TR signaling.

![Fig. 3. Dopamine concentrations in the striatum (Cpu) and hippocampus (Hi) of thyroid hormone receptor (TR)-mutant mice. Dopamine concentrations in TR-α+/- and TR-α-/-mutant mice were significantly elevated in the striatum, but not in the hippocampus. (*p < 0.01, **p < 0.001)](image)

Histone modification and glial marker expression in the striatum and hippocampus. Acetylation of histone H3 was significantly increased in the striatum of TR-β+/- mice. GFAP expressions were significantly elevated in the hippocampus of TR-α0/0 and TR-α0/- mice. (*p < 0.01, **p < 0.001)

![Fig. 4. Serum free thyroxine (T4) levels after bisphenol A (BPA) exposure](image)

(A) Serum free T4 of dams. (B) Serum free T4 of pups.

Thyroid hormones are known to modulate a number of neurotransmitter systems, including monoamines (Ahmed OM 2010; Tousson E 2011). Genetic studies imply that variants of both dopamine and serotonin systems may frequently occur in ADHD for neurotransmitter uptake, synthesis, and breakdown functions. The prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and striatum are strongly involved in executive functions such as planning and novelty-related decision making, as well as in the reward system (Rinaldi A 2010). These regions are densely
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innervated by serotonergic afferents from the raphe complex and dopaminergic afferents from the substantia nigra and the ventral tegmental area. Learning and memory are robustly modulated by serotonin and dopamine neurotransmitter activity at the synaptic level, and in some cases, they interact interdependently to sustain the psychobiological organization of these cognitive processes (González-Burgos I 2008). In fact, several experimental models of neurotransmitter activity, including a PTU-treated model, have identified a close association between serotonin-dopamine imbalance and cytoarchitectonic changes underlying learning and memory impairment (González-Burgos I 2008).

Recent research has demonstrated that epigenetic mechanisms, which regulate gene activity without altering the DNA code, have long-lasting effects within mature neurons (Colvis CM 2005; Tsankova N 2007). The existence of sustained epigenetic mechanisms of gene regulation in neurons has been implicated in the regulation of complex behavior, including abnormalities in mental disorders (eg, autism and ADHD) (Colvis CM 2005; Tsankova N 2007). Recently, Tousson et al. (Tousson E 2011) demonstrated that coadministration of folate ameliorated monoamine concentration changes in a PTU-treated model. Since folate participates in the enzymatic demethylation of histones, this micronutrient could play a role in the epigenetic control of gene expression. Lakshmy et al. have reported that histone acetylation sustained during the neonatal period in the whole brain of PTU-treated rats (Lakshmy R 1999). Although TRs interact histone protein complexes, the local changes of histone acetylation within regions that highly express TRs have remained unclear. In this study, we found the striatum as a region with specific increase in histone acetylation in TR-β+/− mutant mice. In addition, we demonstrated increased dopaminergic contents and unchanged serotonin contents in the same region of TR-β-mutant mice. Although these results imply the possibility of a relationship between the increase in histone acetylation and the change in serotonin-dopamine balance in the striatum, further studies should be aimed at elucidating more close relationships between histone modifications and outcomes either in monoaminergic systems or in distinct hyperactivity, caused by TR-β gene disruption.

As many publications demonstrated that a large number of toxic chemicals might affect human health, the thyroid gland and hormones secreted by it are targets of environmental contaminants as well. Beginning in the early 1960s, the mink industry, which had been prospering around the Great Lakes, began to falter—not because the demand for mink was decreasing but because of mysterious reproductive problems. Dr. Jacobson and his wife reported that the children of women who had regularly eaten Great Lakes fish polluted by poly chlorinated biphenyl (PCB), a family of synthetic chemicals used to insulate electrical equipment, showed abnormalities in cognitive and behavioral development such as visual recognition memory and short-term memory (Jacobson 1985; Jacobson JL 1991), which tend to predict later IQ. It is reported that PCBs impair the normal thyroid function, which plays a key role in brain development; thus, a delay in neurological development may be caused by perinatal exposure to PCBs (Porterfield 2000). Of course, there are other endocrine-disrupting chemicals which have also been shown to disrupt the normal thyroid function, eg, dioxins (Sher ES 1998). Some experts stated that these contaminants “contribute to learning disabilities, including ADHD and perhaps other neurological abnormalities” (Colborn 2004).
Our research team focused on another synthetic chemical, bisphenol A (BPA), because it is widely used in the manufacture of dental sealants, linings of metal cans for preserved foods, and items such as baby bottles and the clear plastic cages to house laboratory animals. In rats, perinatal exposure to BPA has been implicated in abnormal brain development, characterized by hyperactivity and impaired cognition, even at or below the tolerable daily intake (TDI, http://www.bisphenol-a.org/health/exposure/consumer/research.html, 50 μg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹ in humans) (Kubo 2001; Carr R 2003). While BPA is known to have mixed estrogen agonist/antagonist properties, several studies have shown that the thyroid function can be impaired by BPA. In an in vitro study, Moriyama et al. demonstrated that BPA binds to TRs and disrupts thyroid action (Moriyama 2002), while an in vivo study conducted by Zoeller et al. showed that BPA increases serum thyroxine levels and alters the expression of its responsive gene RC3/neurogranin in the developing rat brain (Zoeller 2005).

We housed female Sprague-Dawley rats individually in metal cages from gestation day 7, and provided water in glass bottles. BPA was administered to these rats by dissolving it in drinking water at both doses of 0.1 and 50 mg/L from gestation day 11 to postnatal day 21. From day 21 after birth, the offspring were housed by sex and randomly selected for T4 measurement, behavioral tests, and real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis.

T4 levels in the whole blood of dams and pups were monitored. Interestingly, low-dose BPA treatment (0.1 mg/L) reduced serum T4 levels in the dams in the first week after delivery, whereas high-dose BPA treatment (50 mg/L) showed no effect on serum T4 levels in the dams at all days tested. Maternal BPA exposure of different doses caused different changes in male pups; however, no changes were seen in female pups. Low-dose BPA exposure significantly increased serum T4 levels in male pups at day 7 after birth, while high-dose BPA exposure decreased T4 levels in male pups at day 21 after birth (Fig 5). As a positive

![Graph A: Dams T4 levels](#)

![Graph B: Male and Female Pups T4 levels](#)

Fig. 5. Locomotor activity (left) and rearing activity (right) in the open field test.
control, we used pups perinatally treated with 0.02% PTU through their mother’s milk and their T4 values are shown in Fig 1. A severe decrease in T4 levels was induced by PTU treatment at day 21 after birth, while the value was almost that of the controls at day 42.

With regard to the transient hyperthyroidism of pups at day 7 after birth, one can hypothesize that the thyroid gland of male pups initially compensates against the hypothyroid effect of maternal BPA, resulting in transient hyperthyroidism, and, thereafter, succumbs to the toxic effect of BPA following sustained treatment with BPA through the mother’s milk.

The open field test was performed in 6-week-old pups. The open field apparatus was a round field with a 0.8-m diameter and its bottom was divided by lines into 25 regions. To avoid confounding effects due to time differences, the test was performed from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm every day. Each rat was placed in the central region and allowed to move freely for 3 min. Movement from one region to another was counted as 1 ambulation, and 1 rearing was defined as the rat standing on its hind legs with both front feet were off the ground. The total numbers of ambulation and rearing were manually recorded to evaluate locomotor activity and exploratory behavior, respectively. The open field was cleaned between each subject to prevent olfactory cues from affecting the behavior of subsequently tested rats.

![Graph A](image1.png)

![Graph B](image2.png)

**Fig. 6.** Latency time in the Morris water maze test.
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Male pups of the low-dose BPA (0.1 mg/L) group showed more locomotor activity and more frequent rearing than control male pups, whereas those from the high-dose BPA group did not show differences in rearing activity, except a less marked but significant increase in locomotor activity. Female pups, in contrast, showed no change in either locomotor or rearing activity at either BPA dose (Fig 6).

The Morris water maze test was carried out at 10 weeks of age. The apparatus was a circular pool (diameter = 1.5 m) of water maintained at a temperature of 25 ± 1°C. The pool was divided into 4 sectors (ie, N, S, E, and W) and a transparent resin goal platform, 10 cm in diameter, was placed approximately 1.5 cm below the water surface about halfway between the edge and the center of the pool in the S sector. Each experimental animal performed 2 trials per day for 5 days, and the maximum time permitted for 1 trial was 120 s. If the animal had not reached the goal by the end of the trial, it was led to the goal platform and left on it for 15 s. The escape time of every trial was recorded manually. After every trial, any visible feces were removed from the pool (Fig 7).

The results of the water maze test were similar to those of the open field test. Male offspring from the low-dose BPA group required about 2.2-fold more time to reach the goal compared to controls on days 4 and 5 of the trial. The effect of high-dose BPA treatment was less obvious than that of low-dose BPA treatment. Female offspring from both BPA-treated groups showed no impairment of spatial learning at all.

These behavioral outcomes paralleling the results of the quantitative determination of serum T4 levels suggest that perinatal BPA exposure disturbs normal thyroid function,
consequently leading to irreversible neurological deficits. Why were the males predominantly affected by perinatal BPA exposure? What is the underlying mechanism? We performed further studies to address these critical questions and to unravel the mystery.

Firstly, to assess the thyroid hormone pathway, we investigated the expression of TR-α, -β, RC3/neurogranin, and SRC-1 in the developing hippocampus, a region deeply involved in cognition. The CA1 region of the hippocampus where memory is encoded, consolidated, and stored by synaptic plasticity plays a more crucial role for spatial learning (Huang YY 1995; Vara H 2003). TR-α was highly expressed in the CA1-2 region and dentate gyrus at day 7 after birth (Fig 8), while RC3/neurogranin showed high mRNA levels in the hippocampus from days 7 to 42 after birth. However, BPA treatment did not cause differences in TR-α or RC3/neurogranin levels compared to controls. TR-β was not expressed in the hippocampus throughout the period tested.

Fig. 8. Effect of 0.1 mg/L bisphenol A (BPA) on RC3/neurogranin expression in the male hippocampus.

Although no change was observed in the expressions of TR-α, β, and the thyroid responsive gene RC3/neurogranin of BPA-treated male pups, SRC-1 levels were significantly up-regulated in the CA1-2 region of the hippocampus by BPA treatment from days 5 to 7 after birth (Fig 9). SRC-1 is a member of the growing family of cellular proteins that act as “amplifiers” of transcription mediated by nuclear receptors upon ligand binding. Therefore, its expression is also regulated by the expression levels of nuclear receptors. Our findings indicate that perinatal BPA exposure at a very low level may influence thyroid function and, consequently, affects brain development only in male pups, while TR itself seems unlikely to be involved. Since SRC-1 is a common transcription cofactor for thyroid hormone as well as other steroid hormones, the involvement of gonadal hormones and their receptors should be taken into account. In this regard, a very clear gender difference of BPA disruption on thyroid function and behavior outcome would support, at least in part, this assumption. However, further investigation is needed.
The results of our other study support the hypothesis that BPA disturbs brain development via the gonadal hormone pathway. Because there is a significant sexual difference for sweet taste in rats, i.e., female rats prefer sweetness more than male rats, we treated maternal rats with 0.1 mg/L BPA (supplied in the drinking water from gestational day 11 until day 21 after delivery). Then, the offspring were supplied with water containing 15% sucrose. We found that BPA-treated male rats liked sucrose more than control rats, while BPA-treated female rats showed less preference for sucrose than control rats. Sexual differentiation of sweet taste was weakened by BPA treatment (Xu X 2011). This finding further suggests involvement of the gonadal hormone pathway in BPA-mediated disruption.

Gonadal hormone receptors and TRs are members of the nuclear receptor superfamily that bind low-molecular-weight ligands (gonadal hormone and thyroid hormone, respectively). They transduce these signals in gene regulatory events. These receptors have a modular protein structure with high homology in the central DNA binding domain. It has been well documented that there is cross-talk between members of the nuclear receptor superfamily which can multiply the theoretically possible modes of gene regulation, leading to a greater and more flexible array of transcriptional responses to environmental changes (Vasudevan N 2002). BPA may influence thyroid function via the gonadal hormone pathway, consequently affecting sexual differentiation and impairing brain development modulated by the thyroid.

Convincing evidence showed widespread exposure to BPA in 95% of urine samples from people in the United States examined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Furthermore, BPA has recently been shown to be present in the serum during pregnancy as well as in fetal serum and full-term amniotic fluid, confirming its passage through the placenta. These findings translate into an increasing threat to public health. Because the neonatal period of rats is equivalent to the midgestation period in humans, the present study may provide a warning that BPA exposure to fetuses may lead to behavioral
abnormalities and cognitive dysfunction in the hippocampus in humans, especially in case of boys. At present, there is no direct evidence linking the increasing number of children with ADHD and autism to large consumption of chemical compounds. Therefore, carefully controlled studies examining this association are urgently needed.
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Hypothyroidism is the most common thyroid disorder. It can cause a variety of changes in women's menstrual periods, reduce their chances of becoming pregnant, as well as affect both the course of pregnancy and the neuropsychological development of babies. During pregnancy there is a substantially increased need for thyroid hormones and a substantial risk that a previously unnoticed, subclinical or latent hypothyroidism will turn into overt hypothyroidism. The thyroid inflammation caused by the patient's own immune system may form autoimmune thyroiditis (Hashimoto's thyroiditis). Congenital hypothyroidism (CH) occurs in approximately 1:2,000 to 1:4,000 newborns. Nearly all of the developed world countries currently practice newborn screening to detect and treat congenital hypothyroidism in the first weeks of life. "A New Look at Hypothyroidism" contains many important specifications and innovations for endocrine practice.
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